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“Tell the truth, but 
make the truth 

fascinating”
– David Ogilvy, Confessions of an Advertising Man



Today’s Agenda
Here’s what we’ll cover:

1. Good vs bad copy: Lessons from The West Wing

2. Why words are hard

3. What makes a great message?

4. Better words → More understanding → Better results

5. The 5 ways to make people curious (according to 

psychology)



What if you’re not a copywriter? Is 
copywriting still important?

Most people write these:

● Slack/chat messages
● Personal emails
● Emails with customers
● Calendar invites (titles and 

descriptions)

Some people also write these:

● Company descriptions
● Personal bios
● Blog posts
● Social media posts
● Presentation slides
● Internal newsletters
● CRM notes
● Documentation
● Marketing emails
● Outreach emails
● Website copy
● Internal briefs



Copywriting is the 
reason you use 

toothpaste



7% → 65% of people brushed



Good vs. Bad copy:
The West Wing

Video clip

https://youtu.be/Fvb1e4-YgRE?t=124


“Good morning, I’m speaking to you live from the 
west wing of the White House. Today we have a 
very unique opportunity to take part, live, in an 

extremely historic event that…”

Good vs. Bad copy: “Galileo V”



“Good morning. 11 months ago a 1200 pound spacecraft blasted off from 
Cape Canaveral, Florida. 18 hours ago it landed on the planet Mars. 

You, me, and 60,000 of your fellow students across the country, along with 
astro-scientists and engineers from the jet propulsion lab in southern 

California, NASA Houston, and right here at the White House are gonna be 
the first to see what it sees. 

And to chronicle the extraordinary voyage of an unmanned ship called 
Galileo V.”

Good vs. Bad copy: “Galileo V”



Why is the second 
intro better than 

the first?



“Good morning, I’m speaking to you live from the 
west wing of the White House. Today we have a 
very unique opportunity to take part, live, in an 

extremely historic event that…”

Good vs. Bad copy: “Galileo V”



“Good morning. 11 months ago a 1200 pound spacecraft blasted off from 
Cape Canaveral, Florida. 18 hours ago it landed on the planet Mars. 

You, me, and 60,000 of your fellow students across the country, along with 
astro-scientists and engineers from the jet propulsion lab in southern 

California, NASA Houston, and right here at the White House are gonna be 
the first to see what it sees. 

And to chronicle the extraordinary voyage of an unmanned ship called 
Galileo V.”

Good vs. Bad copy: “Galileo V”



What the second introduction does better 
than the first

● Images that are easy to imagine
● States the topic right away
● Creates a sense of scale
● Creates a sense of scale again
● Creates a sense of scale a third time
● Addresses the listener directly



This is why words are hard



What you say is what people hear – but 
not what they feel

Don’t describe emotions

● “I’m so grateful that…”
● “I’m super excited to announce…”
● “I’m shaking because this is such a cool opportunity”



Instead of describing emotions, 
create them



“If it is to be cold, you must chill, 
not once or twice, but until your 

readers are shivering.”
– Jerome Stern, Making Shapely Fiction



Good morning. I’m coming to you live from the 
west wing of the White House

Good morning. 11 months ago a 1200 pound 
spacecraft blasted off from Cape Canaveral, 
Florida. 18 hours ago it landed on the planet 

Mars.



It’s incredible to work at a company that values its 
people

Today I walked into the ActiveCampaign office, 
ordered a (free) peppermint oat milk latte, and 

posted about it on social media.



You aren’t sure what workouts to do

You walk into the gym and look out over a sea of strange equipment. 
Dumbbells? Cardio? Machines?

You aren’t sure what to do. But the fitspo people (who look like they were 
born holding a barbell) are all over. So you try to sneakily read the 
instructions on the side of a machine, sure they’re laughing at you.



Spend less time on contact management

No more digging through emails, business cards, 
and clunky CRMs. See all your contacts’ info in one 

place.



“Marketers have a tendency to try to 
abstract their messages to the point 
that everything can be said in two to 

six commonly used words.”
– Joanna Wiebe, Copy Hackers



Marketing automation done right.

“It's as if I had the budget to hire a person to manage my 
entire non-transactional email marketing strategy and 

implementation.” 
(real review of ActiveCampaign on G2)

Before/After: 700% conversion increase



Before/After: 700% conversion increase



Great messages are specific



Better words → More 
understanding → Better results



Conversational tone
When writing sounds like someone 

talking, it’s easier to understand and 
more persuasive.

Simple Words
Short, more common words are 

easier to understand than long, less 
common words.

Two sides of choosing good words 



Consequences of Erudite Vernacular 
Utilized Irrespective of Necessity 

AKA: Problems with Using Long Words Needlessly

● Understanding goes down
● Perception goes down
● Big words make people think less of you
● Fortunately Luckily, there’s an easy fix

http://www.ucd.ie/artspgs/semantics/ConsequencesErudite.pdf


Instead: Use short, simple words 
Never use a long word when you can use a short one

● “Accomplish” becomes “do”
● “Provide” becomes “give”
● “Utilize” or “leverage” become “use”
● “It allows you to” becomes “it lets you”
● “We enable you to” becomes “we help you”

You can find a exhaustive, comprehensive full list at plainlanguage.gov (yep, .gov)

https://plainlanguage.gov/guidelines/words/use-simple-words-phrases/


Aim for a grade 4-8 reading level 

Even strong readers prefer easy words

● Nielsen Norman Group found average reading level is grade 8
● Given online context, grade 6 is a good target
● Use Hemingway App to make your writing simpler

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/legibility-readability-comprehension/
http://www.hemingwayapp.com/


Also: Use short, simple 
sentences 



How people understand sentences

Source: Natural Language Processing with Python

https://www.nltk.org/book/


“The most precise way of telling if the chicken is 
done is to reach a perfect internal temperature of 

165 degrees for dark meat.”

Out of order = hard to understand

“The safe internal temperature for cooked chicken 
(dark meat) is 165° Fahrenheit.”



Is your sentence simple enough?

“Guidelines of thumb” for writing sentences

● One idea per sentence
● Limit yourself to one comma per sentence (exception: lists)
● End sentences on nouns
● Use the word “you” – it helps with active voice



The yikes sentence
● "One area that never seems to get enough 

warmth, no matter how many pairs of wool 
socks you don, is the feet."

● “The major labels were so preoccupied with 
the decline of CD sales that they couldn’t 
see the opportunity for digital music 
distribution that was staring them in the 
face.”

Sentence examples



The yikes sentence
● "One area that never seems to get enough 

warmth, no matter how many pairs of wool 
socks you don, is the feet."

● “The major labels were so preoccupied with 
the decline of CD sales that they couldn’t 
see the opportunity for digital music 
distribution that was staring them in the 
face.”

The simple sentence
● “Your feet get cold, no matter how many 

wool socks you wear.”

● “Major labels missed out on digital music 
distribution that was staring them in the 
face. They were too preoccupied with the 
decline of CD sales.”

Sentence examples



“The Bar Stool Test”

The worst enemy of messy sentences



“The Bar Stool Test”
(Aka, how to sound more human)

Would you say this sentence while sitting on a bar stool, in a 
bar, talking to a friend?

If the answer is no, rewrite the sentence. 



Finally: Say “you,” not 
“we” or “they”



One might not know what one can find in the new Unicalc LX-9 calculator. One 
knows from experience that calculator technology has not improved much in 

recent years. There are several calculators where, if a mistake is made, all 
calculations have to be repeated. 

You might not know what you will find in the new Unicalc LX-9 
calculator. You know that calculator technology has not improved 

much from your own experiences with your calculator. And you may 
remember making small mistakes and having to repeat all 

calculations

vs

Burnkrant & Unnava, 1995



“Our WAPD [which ad pulled best] analysis 
found 37 pairs of print ads with strong 

arguments in which one ad used a personal 
pronoun and the other did not.

Recall for ads with personal pronouns was 1.11 
time better”

– Professor J. Scott Armstrong, Persuasive Advertising



“Our developer community is a collection of our 
top resources for people who want to develop with 

ActiveCampaign”

“When you join the developer community, you join 
a group of people like you — and get access to all 

the resources you need to develop with 
ActiveCampaign”

vs



A few examples found in the wild

● “Tour our product features”
● “Streamline referrals from customers, affiliates, influencers, and partners with 

our word-of-mouth marketing technology”
● “Our professionally designed templates offer you unrivaled flexibility.”
● “We provide both content and structure for your leadership team”
● “We'll elevate your brand with a fresher look and a more optimized, 

user-friendly experience “
● “Our farmstand offers fresh and perfectly tender produce harvested at the 

peak of ripeness”
● “Many of us tend to think of ourselves as small and insignificant”



“What seemingly minor wording change could you 
suggest to improve the odds that the [campaign] will 
be a big success, the ad agency will be delighted, and 

your reputation as a wizard of influence will be 
burnished?

It would be to replace the externalizing words people 
and they in the opener with the personalizing pronoun 

you.”
– Professor Robert Cialdini, Pre-Suasion



The 5 ways to make people curious 
(according to psychology)



Loewenstein (1994), The Psychology of Curiosity

https://www.cmu.edu/dietrich/sds/docs/loewenstein/PsychofCuriosity.pdf


5 Ways to Build Curiosity

Mix and match. More ways = more curiosity.

1. Ask a curiosity-inducing question
2. Start a sequence of events, but don’t finish (e.g. an unfinished story)
3. Do something unexpected
4. Imply you have info they don’t
5. Imply they used to know something that they’ve since forgotten



“How to earn half a million dollars a year”

“How can you earn half a million dollars a year?” 

Add curiosity to headlines/hooks

...



“How to earn half a million dollars a year”

“How can you earn half a million dollars a year?” 

Add curiosity to headlines/hooks

“Do you have the courage to earn half a million 
dollars a year?”



Upworthy is good at this

All their headlines use multiple methods

● “A dad used his daughter’s princess phase to teach leadership skills, and it’s 
perfection”

● “After Tesla thought aliens contacted him, he described his ‘encounter’ to the 
Red Cross”

● “This teacher’s viral door decoration highlights a gut-wrenching truth about 
slavery”



Isn’t this clickbait?



The job of the headline? Get people to 
read the first sentence. 

The job of the first sentence? Get 
people to read the second sentence.











Some resources for you

https://www.activecampaign.com/free-marketing-tools/
content-marketing-strategy-templates

https://www.activecampaign.com/free-marketing-tools/content-marketing-strategy-templates
https://www.activecampaign.com/free-marketing-tools/content-marketing-strategy-templates

